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Abstract
Based on Gestalt Theory and Superlemma Model, syntactic classifications have influence on
idioms understanding and processing. Four-character Chinese idioms can be divided into six
structures: VOVO, SVSV, SMSM (the joint structure) and VO, SV, SM (non-joint structure).
Through paired-samples t-test, idioms with no significant differences in the seven descriptive
norms were found. After confirming that syntactic classifications are the only independent
variable of the experiment, a reaction time experiment was used. this paper investigates the
effects of structural symmetry in idioms representation. Using the semantic decision paradigm
and a three-factor repeated measures ANOVAs test, the experiment finds that the effects of
structural symmetry for idioms with SMSM and SM structures are significant due to the
identical syntactic structures, and the facilitation of superlemma in idioms with SMSM
structure can be explained by the Figure-Background Principle of Gestalt Theory. It shows that
the cognitive order of Chinese is opposite to that of English, which demonstrates that the
participants follow a from small to large transition in Chinese idioms processing.
Keywords: Chinese idioms; syntactic classifications; effects of structural symmetry
1. Introduction
The philosophical basis of Gestalt theory originates from phenomenology, which makes
consciousness experience a legitimate research field of psychology. According to Gestalt’s
perceptual principle, psychological phenomena are the structure or integrity shown in
conscious experience, and they are not the elements that are blindly added or scattered and
difficult to deal with. On the contrary, Gestalt studies the wholeness, which is a structure with
special internal laws and overall principles (Zhang, 2019). As one of the main forms of Chinese,
four-character idioms are widely used. Due to the unique syntactic classification and special
semantic relationship, the processing mechanism of idiom’s psychological understanding has
become a hot topic in psycholinguistics. As far as the effects of structural symmetry of idioms
is concerned, there are controversial findings in recent years. Some studies have found that the
structural symmetry has promoting effects on the processing of idioms (Huang, Chen, Yu &
Wang, 1999; Gu & Miao, 1995), and some other studies have not found this promoting effects
(Liu & Cheung, 2014). Ma Lijun and others selected the joint clusters of idioms and non-joint
clusters of idioms. Through the evaluation of semantic nature, it is found that there are
significant differences in the literal meaning understanding between the-joint clusters of idioms
and non-joint clusters of idioms (Ma, Hu & Zhang, 2013). However, the experimental results
were not supported by the online experimental data.
The theory of superlemma is one of the most influential theories in the hybrid view. The
superlemma theory proposed by Sprenger, level and Kempen (2006) can explain the syntactic
flexibility of idioms, although it displays the relationship between the representation of whole
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idiom and its element lemmas, and the relationship between syntactic and semantic
representation. The results of neurocognitive and psychological experiments emphasize the
syntactic nature of lemmas. Hollinger (2013) proposed a strong Superlemma Model for
superlemma accuracy. He believes that in idiom processing, superlemma will be strongly
associated with a certain syntactic structure in varying degrees, promoting the processing and
representation of the idiom. Inspired by Hollinger’s study, this paper aims at investigating the
effects of structural symmetry in Chinese idioms with syntactic classifications as the sole
independent variable and descriptive norms balanced.
According to the recent research of Tabossi, Arduino & Fanari (2011) and Bonin, Méot &
Bugaiska (2013), the descriptive norms mainly include idiom knowledge, familiarity, literality,
predictability, subjective frequency, decomposition and acquisition of age. The researchers will
exclude the influence of these seven descriptive norms on idiom processing, determine that the
syntactic classifications are the only independent variable, and use online experiments to
demonstrate which type of structure idioms are directly connected with superlemma, so as to
facilitate idioms understanding and processing of this kind of structure.
Written Chinese has a logographic script in which the basic units are characters, most can
join with one or more than one character and over 95 % of Chinese idioms are of four characters
(Liu & Cheung, 2014). These four-character idioms are referred to as Chinese idioms. One
prominent feature of Chinese idioms is their rigid syntactic structures. In 90 % of cases, a
Chinese idiom has a syntactic structure of two, two–character words—a noun followed by a
verb to form a subject–verb unit (SV; e.g., 泾渭不分, river Jing and river Wei–not separate),
a verb followed by a noun to form a verb–object unit (VO; e.g., 渐入佳境, gradually enter
into–a perfect condition), an adjective followed by a noun or an adverb followed by a verb to
form a structure of modification (SM; e.g., 蔚 然 成 风 , luxuriantly–become a common
practice). Both the first and second pairs of words in a four–word Chinese idiom form an SVSV
(e.g., language–simple and meaning–thoughtful), a VOVO (e.g., help–those in danger and aid–
those in peril), or an SMSM (e.g., genuine–talent and sturdy–knowledge).
Since an idiom’s syntactic structure plays a significant role in how it is represented and
understood, an investigation into the influence of Chinese idioms’ syntactic structures on
Chinese idioms representation will be helpful to provide indications of effects of structural
symmetry and can be of significant value to the designs of experimental studies into the
mechanisms of idioms’ representation and comprehension.
In this study, a semantic decision experiment of four-character words was used to
investigate the influence of different syntactic classification on idiom representation.
According to the Superlemma Model, stimulus input will activate the representation of both
superlemma and its element lemmas. when an idiom is presented, the lemmas and superlemma
representation compete with each other, and the superlemma will activate the conceptual
representation of idioms. The experimental hypothesis is that if idioms of certain structures
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have structural effects of symmetry in processing, then syntactic classifications will
significantly facilitate such idioms processing; otherwise, idioms have no such effects. This
paper, referring to the working definition made by Zhang, Yang, Gu and Ji (2013), explains the
literal and metaphorical definitions of idioms used in the experiment. The participants were
asked to make a decision task on idioms definition. Based on Gestalt theory and Superlemma
Model, this paper studies the specific representation of superlemmas on the effects of structural
symmetry.
2. Method
2.1 Subjects
Undergraduate students of second year or above from China West Normal University took
part in three groups of reaction time experiments: joint and non-joint idioms with verb-object
structure (VOVO and VO), joint and non-joint idioms with modification structure (SMSM and
SM), joint and non-joint idioms with subject-predicate structure (SVSV and SV). There were
30 participants in each group, a total of 90 subjects. The participants had normal naked or
corrected visual acuity, right handedness, no dyslexia and normal intelligence.
2.2 Materials and design
Material selection is divided into two steps. Firstly, a total of 4227 idioms with SV, VO,
SM, VV, SVSV, VOVO and SMSM accounting for 90.20% of the total number of idioms
(Cheng, 2009) were assessed by 390 undergraduates with a three-point Likert scale from very
unfamiliar to very familiar, in order to find out their familiarity with the idioms. Then, we
eliminated the idioms whose scores are lower than 2. Among them, 50 idioms are randomly
selected from each structure. A total of 350 idioms are selected. Then we divided the 350 idioms
into five groups randomly and make a list for each group. There are five idiom lists with 7point Likert scale. Each list is labeled with seven guidelines, and a questionnaire of 7
descriptive norms of idiom representation is made. Each questionnaire was distributed to 30
undergraduates for evaluation. There are 1050 undergraduates (Li, Zhang & Wang, 2016).
After the questionnaires were collected, 8.69% of the invalid questionnaires were
eliminated. Through paired-samples t-test analysis, 22 idioms with VOVO and VO structure,
22 idioms with SMSM and SM structures, and 20 idioms with SVSV and SV structures are
identified. Paired-samples t-test shows that there was no significant difference between the VO
and VOVO idioms, between SM and SMSM idioms, between SV and SVSV idioms (p > 0.100),
which confirms that syntactic classifications are the only independent variable. There are 64
experimental idioms.
In addition, other 64 different idioms with familiarity score of 2.5 were selected as filling
materials, including 32 non-joint idioms, namely 11 VO, 10 SV and 11 SM idioms; There are
32 joint idioms, namely11 VOVO, 10 SVSV and 11 SMSM idioms. Each idiom has three
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definitions. For instance, 远见卓识 (yuan1-jian2-zhuo3-shi4) literally means far sight and
superior knowledge (Cheng, 1999); the figurative meaning is long-term goal and great insight
(Xi, 2009); the filling sentence is we are going to visit Malaysia on holiday (Sun, 1996). There
are 64 filling sentences, which have nothing to do with idiom literal and figurative meaning.
There are a total of 384 sentence interpretations for 64 experimental idioms and 64 filling
idioms after balancing the length of these definitions.
The experiment adopted the semantic priming paradigm, using idiom as the priming
stimulus and one of interpretations as the target stimulus. The within subject design was
adopted, and Latin square distribution of trials was carried out. The same priming word or
target stimulus was presented to each subject only once. The data were measured by three
factors: 6 (syntactic classifications: VOVO, VO, SMSM, SM, SVSV, SV) × 2 (structural
symmetry: joint and non-joint) × 2 (semantics: literal meaning and figurative meaning). The
experiment took syntactic classification as independent variables, reaction time and error rate
as dependent variables. Each experiment was completed in about 20 minutes, and the three in
about 60 minutes.
2.3 Procedure
The computer program used DMDX software to present stimuli and record subjects’
reaction time and error rate. The experiment was carried out in the latticework classrooms in
our university. After clicking “run”, the computer screen showed the instruction. And the
participants pressed the space bar to start the experiment. The stimuli were displayed in the
center of the computer screen on a white background. Before the beginning of the experiment,
a red “+” sign in the font of Song as fixation was shown for 500 ms, followed by a black
priming stimulus in Song font for 1000 ms, then there appeared a black target stimulus in Song
font for 3900 ms. The next trial will automatically proceed if there was no response within
3900 ms. All the words were in font 36. The participants were asked to quickly judge whether
the definition of the target stimulus for the priming word was correct. Before the experiment,
the participants were told that only the figurative meaning of idioms was correct. If they think
it’s right, they press the “Z” key, and if they think it’s wrong, they press the “/” key. The way
of pressing the key between the participants was balanced. The target stimulus disappeared
after the participants responded to the semantic decision task. Then the next trial began. Before
the experiment, there were 15 exercises in each group, and the order of trials presentation was
pseudo randomized.
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Fig. 1 Example of an experimental trial
1 = priming stimulus
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2 = target stimulus

(msec)

msec = millisecond

远见卓识：yuan1-jian2-zhuo3-shi4
远远的视力，卓越的知识：far sight and superior knowledge
2.4 Results
Table 1 Mean response time and error rate
Meaning VO
Literal
Meaning
Figurative
Meaning

1267
(0.22)
1008
(0.08)

VOVO

SM

SMSM

1138
(0.15)
1078
(0.15)

1201(0.24) 1103(0.13) 1051(0.17) 1089(0.19)
1137(0.14) 986(0.07)

SV

SVSV

1036(0.15) 1010(0.12)

Response time(ms) and Error rate(% in the brackets)
VOVO = Joint verb-object structure
SMSM = Joint modification structure
SVSV = Joint subject-predicate structure
VO = Non-joint verb-object structure
SM = Non-joint modification structure
SV = Non-joint subject-predicate structure
The results show that in the process of idiom processing, syntactic classifications,
structural symmetry and semantics will influence each other and influence the understanding
of idioms. A three-factor repeated measures ANOVAs test on the response time shows that the
interaction among syntactic classifications, structural symmetry and semantics was significant.
F1(4, 204) = 2.73, p = 0.029, R2 = 0.578; F2 (4, 348) = 0.85, p = 0.049, R2 = 0.533. F1 is subject
analysis, F2 is item analysis. The interaction between structural symmetry and semantics was
significant, F1(2, 204) = 5.63, p = 0.002, R2 = 0.849, F2 (2, 348) = 1.31, p = 0.029, R2 = 0.619.
The interaction between syntactic classifications and semantics was not significant. The
interaction between structural symmetry and syntactic classifications was significant, F1(2, 102)
= 8.76, p = 0.001, R2 = 0.625; F2(2, 348) = 1.07, p = 0.037, R2 = 0.714. LSD test results showed
that there was a significant difference on response time between literal meaning and figurative
meaning, p = 0.001.
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Fig. 2 Interaction of Syntactic classification, structural symmetry and semantic reaction
time of idioms
vsz1= VO&VOVO structures; vsz2= SM&SMSM structures; vsz3= SV&SVSV structures
rt1.1= literal meaning of non-joint idioms; rt1.2= figurative meaning of non-joint idioms;
rt2.1= literal meaning of joint idioms; rt2.2= figurative meaning of joint idioms
The data showed that effects of structural symmetry was found between idioms with
SMSM and SM structure. It was supported by the following data. On response time, When
idioms with SMSM and SM structures were processed, the interaction between symmetry
structure and semantics was significant, F1(2, 68) = 5.98, p = 0.003, R2 = 0.616; F2(2, 120)
=1.48, p = 0.007, R2 = 0.660. The main effect of structural symmetry was significant, F1(1, 68)
=16.82, p = 0.001, R2 = 0.843; F2(1, 120) =4.39, p = 0.002, R2 = 0.054. The response time of
SM idioms (1103 + 61) was significantly longer than that of SMSM idioms (986 + 52). On
error rate, the interaction between structural symmetry and semantic error rate was significant,
F1(1, 34) = 8.85, p = 0.015, R2 = 0.938; F2(2, 120) = 0.97, p = 0.042, R2 = 0.579. The main
effect of structural symmetry was significant. The error rate of SM idioms (0.152 + 0.017) was
significantly higher than that of SMSM idioms (0.061 + 0.011).
Nevertheless, both on RT and error rate, when the idioms with VOVO, VO, SVSV, SV
structures were processed, the main effect of structural symmetry was not significant although
the joint idioms were generally processed faster than the non-joint ones.
2.5 Discussion
The data indicates that in Chinese idioms processing, effects of structural symmetry on
idioms with SMSM and SM structures are significant. This research supports those findings
that there are effects of structural symmetry. Furthermore, our findings are more detailed than
previous findings since we discovered that superlemma is strongly associated with SMSM
structure.
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It proves that same syntactic classifications can accelerate the activation of superlemma.
According to the Superlemma Model, when superlemma appears, the grammar pattern will
automatically appear. As is shown in Fig. 3, SMSM idioms can be regarded as two groups of
compound words with the same syntactic properties, the two groups of lemmas form an
excitatory connection because of the same syntactic classifications, which is similar to the
processing of Chinese compound words (Wang & Peng, 2000). For instance, 远见卓识 was
significantly facilitated as 远见 and 卓识 can form an excitatory connection due to identical
syntactic classifications. But for idioms with SM structure, such as 蔚然成风, the activation
of 蔚然 is inhibited by 成风 since the syntactic functions of the two compound words are
not consistent. Therefore, different syntactic classifications inhibit the activation of
superlemma. The experimental results show that, lemmas with different syntactic
classifications have different effects on the representation of superlemma. This finding is
verified by the result that representation of SMSM idioms and SM idioms is significantly
affected by the effects of structural symmetry. Some of the results of former research on effects
of structural symmetry are contradictory mainly because that they did not make detailed
syntactic classifications on idioms.

Fig. 3 Processing model of an idiom with SMSM structure referring to the adapted hybrid
model held by Sprenger, Level & Kempen in 2006

It is found that only idioms with SMSM structural display effects of structural symmetry,
while idioms with VOVO and SVSV structures display no significant effects of structural
symmetry. According to Gestalt Theory, idioms with SMSM structure follow the cognitive
principle of figure prior to background and the word order of part before wholeness. The
psychological processing of a language with its modifiers generally on the left side, such as
Chinese, follows a gradual transition from large to small, and finally falls on the core
component. However, the psychological processing of a language with its modifiers generally
on the right side, such as English, follows a process of gradual transition from small to large.
SMSM structures belong to the language whose modifier is on the left side of the head. From
the perspective of linguistic analysis, SMSM structure is composed of Adj. + N. or Adv. + V.,
in which there are modifiers and head words, while VOVO and SVSV structures have no head
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words. According to the Figure-Background Principle of Gestalt Theory, the figure is processed
before the background. In SMSM structures, the head word is equivalent to the figure and the
modifier is the same as the background. Structure of this kind significantly facilitates the
processing of SMSM idioms, so SMSM structures display effects of structural symmetry.
Cognitive linguistics holds that language structure is an organic whole one; and there are
not only cooperation and restriction, but also influence and adjust between the wholeness and
the parts, as well as between different parts. The meaning and function of structural elements
are realized under the influence of such dependence and interaction (Zhang Yu, 2019).
In this paper, the average reaction time of online experiment is about 950 MS, which is
within the stage of syntactic and semantic integration of information (Friederici, 2002). If the
experimental conditions change, such as only in the syntactic processing stage or semantic
processing stage, it may be found that superlemmas are associated with other syntactic
structures.
4. Conclusion
The results show that syntactic classifications affect the processing of idioms, and
superlemma is strongly related to a certain syntactic classification in varying degrees, which
affects the activation processing of idioms. The results show that the effects of structural
symmetry of idioms with SMSM and SM structures are significant, which indicates that the
excitatory association formed by identical syntactic classifications can significantly facilitate
the activation of superlemma in SMSM idioms. This result can be explained by the FigureBackground Principle of Gestalt Theory. It shows that the cognitive order of Chinese is
opposite to that of English, which demonstrates that the participants follow a from small to
large transition in Chinese idioms processing.
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Appendix
Experimental Idioms
不务正业

VO

含冤负屈

VOVO

风流人物

SM

不择手段

VO

口传心授

VOVO

好好先生

SM

打破常规

VO

披肝沥胆

VOVO

碌碌无为

SM

颠倒是非

VO

铺天盖地

VOVO

狭路相逢

SM

各持己见

VO

丧心病狂

VOVO

蔚然成风

SM

荒无人烟

VO

无情无义

VOVO

悬崖勒马

SM

渐入佳境

VO

游山玩水

VOVO

以权谋私

SM

夸大其词

VO

斩钉截铁

VOVO

轻举妄动

SMSM

深入人心

VO

张牙舞爪

VOVO

唇枪舌剑

SMSM

虚度年华

VO

半路出家

SM

高视阔步

SMSM

杳无音信

VO

趁火打劫

SM

胡作非为

SMSM

奉公守法

VOVO

乘虚而入

SM

苦心孤诣

SMSM

扶危济困

VOVO

岿然不动

SM

能工巧匠

SMSM
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穷凶极恶

SMSM

狼烟四起

SV

面黄肌瘦

SVSV

大彻大悟

SMSM

气息奄奄

SV

山盟海誓

SVSV

远见卓识

SMSM

热血沸腾

SV

神出鬼没

SVSV

优柔寡断

SMSM

四大皆空

SV

势均力敌

SVSV

鸿篇巨制

SMSM

衣冠楚楚

SV

天造地设

SVSV

妇孺皆知

SV

羽毛未丰

SV

烟消云散

SVSV

宠辱不惊

SV

海枯石烂

SVSV

天旋地转

SVSV

大气磅礴

SV

海阔天空

SVSV

金屋藏娇

SV

口是心非

SVSV

